Introduction : What are Subdivision Surfaces ?
The basic idea of subdivision can be summarized as follows: "Subdivision defines a smooth curve or surface as the limit of a sequence of successive refinements". In one subdivision step, faces of the control-mesh are subdivided into sub-faces and new vertices are computed. These new vertices are obtained by efficient and local rules, which use weighted averages of neighboring old vertices. Points and normals on the limit-surface can be computed directly with similar rules. The variety of existing subdivision schemes is extensive. Most of them can be classified by the type of refinement rules, by the type of generated meshes and whether the scheme is approximating or interpolating. Popular and often-used schemes are the Loop and the Catmull/Clark subdivision schemes. Subdivision surfaces are very practical for fast rendering, because they can easily tesselate a complex surface of arbitrary topology to the desired refinement level. Whereas a complex NURBS model consists of a patchwork of trimmed NURBS, which is time consuming to tesselate. Because trimming is not necessary for a subdivision surface to obtain a complex model, it also has a time-advantage during ray tracing and radiosity.
Subdivision:
Supports 'arbitrary' topology, i.e., topology can be changed during the modeling session. Because of the arbitrary topology, it is not necessary to stitch several control-meshes together. Nevertheless, trimming of subdivision surfaces is also possible. compute new camera-position and view direction for the next frame
